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SUMMARY The synovium from 11 patients with rheumatoid arthritis, who were undergoing joint
surgery, was assessed using histological and morphometric techniques. Histological examination

confirmed previous reports that the intensity of the cellular reaction varied throughout the synovium,
and the morphometric method reflected this variability sensitively. The method was shown to be
reproducible and allowed areas of similar cellular density to be defined. From these defined areas
a total of 2 5 mm2 of synovium equivalent to 12 fields at x 250 required analysis to reflect the
variation in the cellular reaction.
It would be feasible to collect this amount of material using an arthroscope.
Variability in the intensity of the cellular reaction in
rheumatoid synovium has been recognised for more
than 50 years.'2 Nevertheless, many studies have taken
small biopsy specimens to be representative not only
of the entire histological pattern of that synovium but
also the disease state.?9 Clearly, important histological
features might be missed in small samples and if
advances are to be made in the understanding of the
pathological process, enough tissue must be examined
to allow for this expected variation.""'2
This study aimed to assess the minimal amount of
synovium requiring examination so as to reflect the
variation in the cellular reaction. Once achieved, the
cellular composition of representative samples of
synovium could be determined and objective changes
in this composition followed up to assess progression
of disease or the effects of treatment.
Material and methods

Fresh synovium was obtained from 11 patients with
classic or definite rheumatoid arthritis6 who were
undergoing joint surgery. The synovium was collected
from the operating theatre in dry sterile pots. It was
described macroscopically and immediately trimmed
into between three and five blocks each measuring
about 1 cm3. After fixation in formalin sections (5
microns thick) were cut and stained with Carazzi's
haematoxylin and eosin.
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MORPHOMETRIC TECHNIQUES

A nearest neighbour analysis, previously applied to
estimate the density of neurons,'3 was used to assess
the density ofcells in a particular projected field (fig 1).
A semiautomated image analysis system, comprising
an inverted Leitz microscope which projected a tissue
section on to a digitising tablet, a computer, and a
receiver pen, was used to record the coordinates of the
points of contact between the pen and the tablet. The
computer then calculated the distance between these
coordinates. The system was calibrated by projecting a
1000 micron stage micrometer slide on to the tablet
and a magnification factor ( x 467) was calculated. The
area of the projected field using a x 25 objective was
0-28 mm2. The nuclear density was calculated from the
formula described in fig 1 and was expressed as area
per nucleus (An) with standard error (SE An): the
more usual measure of density (nuclei mm-2) was
derived from the inverse of An. The technique
assumed that the cells were randomly distributed over
the sampling area and that this could be tested (t.)

using the described statistical method (fig 1). The
analysis was reproducible as no significant difference
was observed between the range of densities when
three observers independently assessed one of the
synovia. Intraobserver error was not significant.
The cellular density of the whole biopsy specimen
was assessed by calculating the mean density of
randomly chosen fields. This was achieved by
positioning the tissue with the surface of the synovial
lining layer in view. The slide was moved randomly
around the screen and whether the field contained
synovial lining layer or an aggregate was recorded.
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mm-2) with 95% confidence interval (CI)."4 Student's
t test and Wilcoxon's rank sum test with quotient
c"'5 were used to test the null hypothesis that the
distribution of the calculated density of projected field
between different populations was not significantly
different.
As the mean nuclear density was used to describe the
overall cellular reactions (XR), the representative
sample was defined as the minimal number of fields
whose mean density (XN) would reflect the overall
density to within a per cent mean difference of 10%.
Although + 10% accuracy is an arbitrary figure, it
reflected the per cent mean difference of the 95% CI
from the whole sample. The following formula was
used to assess the per cent mean difference:

0D

"p" is a point located at random within the
population at issue. The distance from "p" to the
nearest nucleus N, is drawn, measured, and denoted
"x". A perpendicular to PNI defines a half plane on
the right of the diagram. In this half plane the distance
from N, to its nearest neighbour N2 is measured and
denoted "y". The combined sample of x-distance and
y-distances is used to estimate the mean area
associated with each cell. These paired measurements
(x, y) were made 10 (n) times and applied to the
following formulae:
n
Area cell- 1 (Ac) = t/2n X (xi2 + jyi2).
i= I
Standard error (SEAc) = Ac/1i/2n
Cells per unit area I/Ac
Test for random distribution of cells within test
population
"tN" -= xi2/(xi2 + yi2)
Significance tested using the "z" transformation
z = (tN - n/2)/(Vn/12)
Fig

Calculation ofnuclear density.'3 (Reproduced by
of the editor of the Journal of Microscopy,
Blackwell Scientific Publications Limited)

per cent mean difference

XN

XR

=

x 100

XR

where,
XN = cumulative mean density of an increasing
number of field "n"
XR = overall mean of reference sample
The overall (XR) of the whole synovium or upper
and lower synovial region and cellular aggregates was
calculated for the accumulated data. This was compared, using the above formula, with the XN of an
increasing number of randomly chosen fields (two,
three. . 15 fields) from the same sample. This analysis
was performed on 10 sets of data and the mean ± 95%
CI for each field number calculated (table 1). The
number of fields required to reduce the 95% CI to less
than 10% was used to define the size of the representative sample.
.
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Table I Number offields requiredfor representative

Experience of this procedure led to the definition c sfsampling to within 10% accuracy
regions (fig 2) based on the diameter of the projecteid
Percentage value
field (0-6 mm):
Number
Whole
Synovial region-I
the "upper synovial region", defined as that part c of
lields
synovium
Upper Lower
the synovium within 0-6 mm of the surface of th e
57
35
40
synovial lining layer, including fields of view solelIy 21
33
22
22
within villi;
3
33
19
20
4
28
13
17
2 the "lower synovial region" contained the synr5
24
13
24
ovium deep to 0-6 mm from the surface of the synovii
6
22
13
20
7
26
11
19
lining layer;
22
8
*9
18
3 within each of these regions were "cellula
9
9
20
18
re
defined
as
discrete
collections
of
17
mor
7
aggregates",
10
18
7
17
20
1i
than 100 predominantly mononuclear cells.
7
12
20
17
±

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The results were expressed as mean

density (nuclei

13
14
15

22
20
20

7
7
7

16
18
19

Cellular
aggregate

27
20
11
*9
9
9
9
7
9
7
7
4
4
4
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Fig 2 Definition of regions: histological section ofsynoviwn showing upper (U) and lower (L) synovial
regions and cellular aggregates (A). (Haematoxylin and eosin.)

Results
HISTOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION

The appearance of the rheumatoid synovium when
examined by light microscopy confirmed previous
descriptions of sections fixed in formalin and stained
with haematoxylin and eosin.'"'8 It featured villus
formation with hyperplasia of the synovial lining
cells and a surface coating of fibrin. The area close to
the synovial lining layer was highly vascular and
contained an intense cellular reaction comprising
lymphocytes, plasma cells, and macrophages. In some
areas discrete collections of cells or "aggregates"
composed of predominantly mononuclear cells were
present. These were of three types. The most common
were perivascular, where a collection of mononuclear
cells surrounded a clearly visible blood vessel. In the
second type no clearly defined blood vessel was seen
and these aggregates were often surrounded by a
corona of plasma cells. The third type of lymphocyte
aggregate was only rarely found (three of 11 synovia)
and was characterised by a paler staining centre

similar to the lymphoid follicle of the lymph node.
The synovial stroma was composed of collagen
fibres interspersed with histiocytes, macrophages,
lymphocytes and plasma cells.
MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Using the techniques described, the nuclear density of
213 projected fields of rheumatoid synovium was
calculated. Randomness of the cellular distribution
was shown to a degree tolerated by the method in
the whole synovium as well as the aggregate region
(table 2).
Table 2 The mean density (x1O03 nuclei mm-2) and 95%
confidence interval (Cl) of accumulatedfields from synovium
and each region

Mean
95% CI
Numberoffields
Randomness "z"
p value

Whole
synovium

Upper

4-Synovial region-+
Lower

Cellular
aggregates

55
5-0-6 02
213
0.99
0-32

3-8
3-5-4 1
94
0-97
0 33

1-6
1-4-1-8
44
0-59
0 56

9-3
9-2-9-4
75
1-24
0-21
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Fig 3 Representative sample ofrheumatoid synovium: mean nuclear density (xlO3 nuclei mm 2) and 95%
CI of accumulated and individual representative samples of upper synovial region and cellular aggregates in
rheumatoid spnovium.

The mean difference and 95% CI for the whole
sample and each region was calculated from the
accumulated data (table 2). Each region was characterised by a significantly different mean density
(p<O-00l). The number of fields required for
representative sampling ofeach region was calculated:
despite examining 15 fields, it was not possible to
attain ± 10% sampling accuracy for the whole synovium (table 1). For the upper synovial region,
however, an analysis of eight fields would provide a
sample which would reflect to within a mean difference
of ± 10%, the mean density of the accumulated overall
sample of 94 fields (table 1). Similarly, four aggregate
fields would be representative of the mean density of
the. accumulated aggregate sample of 86 fields. A
representative sample of the lower region could not be
defined in less than 15 fields. Therefore, to define a
representative sample of defined regions within synovium, eight upper and four aggregate fields required
assessment. As the area of each upper region field at
this magnification was 0-28 mm2 and the mean area of
25 randomly chosen aggregates was 0-07 mm2, the
total area requiring examination to define a representative sample was 2-5 mm2.
Having defined a representative sample, these

criteria were then applied to the individual synovia.
Each of the individual upper regions could be studied
but it was only possible to assess eight synovia for
aggregates. The mean nuclear density and 95% CI of
representative sample of individual upper and
aggregate regions are shown in fig 3. As shown there
was no significant difference between synovia within
the upper region except for case 6 which differed
significantly from case 10 (p < 0-001) and also from the
overall mean (p < 0-02).

Discussion
The rheumatoid synovium does not usually show
histological features which are specific for the disease,
the exception being occasional rheumatoid nodules'8
which were not present in these specimens. The
variation in the inflammatory reaction seen in
rheumatoid synovitis is well recognised'>'2 but few
studies report the amount of tissue assessed."2' Most
findings of studies seem to be based on small amounts
of tissue which are assumed to be representative not
only of the total tissue but also the disease itself, such
that conclusions about pathogenesis have been
made.'7 Although some studies have shown a correla-
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the time of joint replacement surgery and so represent
late stage disease. Nevertheless, as the morphometric
data were accumulated from several synovia they are
likely to reflect the whole pattern of the disease seen in
these cases.
The importance of this study is that having defined
the size of a representative sample in terms of
cellularity, the composition of such tissue can then be
determined. Changes in cellular composition between
synovia hve been recently described as a result of drug
2
but the results could be explained by
treatment,-6
non-representative sampling. Clearly, the objective
evaluation of changes in the cellular composition is
important not only in assessing drug treatment but
also in analysing the progression of disease.
This study has shown that quantitation of the
synovium is possible and reproducible. The method
was sensitive in that it reflected the variability of the
cellular reaction and differences in the synovial
cellularity between patients with the same clinical
disease. Arthroscopy would permit biopsy of sufficient
material to allow further morphometric studies on
patients with well characterised disease. Changes in
the grades of severity of inflammatory cell infiltrate
can now be assessed on a more objective basis'9 and the
composition of the synovium as defined by monoclonal antibodies can be studied using these techniques. This would permit a more rational approach to
the understanding of the immunoregulation within the
synovium.
We express our thanks to Dr K MacRae for statistical
advice, Dr B Fromson for creating the computer
program to calculate the nuclear density, and to Mrs G
Miller and Mrs P Porter for their technical assistance
with this study.
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